
Coefficient Health adds healthcare and digital
agency veteran Jennifer Freiling to its
leadership team

Jennifer Freiling, VP, Group Account Director

NY, NY, UNITED STATES, June 27, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Coefficient

Health today announced a key hire for

its senior leadership team. Jennifer

Freiling, an innovative leader with over

17 years of healthcare marketing and

business strategy experience, joins the

agency as VP, Group Account Director.

With this move, Coefficient Health

enhances its multidimensional service

model with a digital and data-driven

leader.

Jennifer is a seasoned industry veteran

with an in-depth focus on delivering

digital-first brand experiences driven by strategic insight. Throughout her career, she has worked

both agency and client side across several high-profile health brands covering a wide array of

business models and disease states, offering a diversity of expertise that aligns well to

Coefficient Health’s goals for growth and business development. Most recently, Jennifer served

as the VP of Marketing and Commercial Operations at a liquid-biopsy-based startup where she

led commercial and marketing activity for their AI-enabled precision medicine platform and

helped establish their COVID-19 vertical, driving company growth to a revenue positive position.

“I’m highly motivated by insight- and data-led marketing strategies that can solve client business

challenges and meet the needs of the healthcare professionals and patients we ultimately

serve,” said Jennifer. “I’m looking forward to joining a team with a strategy-first mindset for

creative and transformative solutions, delivering fuller brand experiences that change beliefs

and behaviors.” 

“Jennifer brings a wealth of experience, a phenomenal track record of success, and new ideas

that will continue to propel us in an exciting direction,” said Coefficient Health Founding Partner

Frank Nestola. “Having her join us is very much in line with our ideal talent profile and vision for

http://www.einpresswire.com


bringing together a diverse group of multidisciplinary individuals.”

About Coefficient Health

Based in New York City, Coefficient Health is a full-service agency team designed to be more like

the commercial leaders we partner with. In the pharmaceutical and biotech industries, we

understand that driving change effectively requires expertise in more areas than ever, and the

ability to integrate that knowledge across teams. Our multidimensional talent has diverse

capabilities and experiences at every level. Acting as a complement, we challenge your thinking,

translate your vision, and execute with innovation and excellence to help you multiply your

efforts. As your organization and brands evolve, we scale to provide the support you need from

pre-commercial through LOE. At Coefficient Health, we solve for you. So together, we can solve

for more.
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